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in the ideogram may not belong to the resonance
[see discussion following Eg. (7)], the finite width

of the resonance suggested by Fig. 3 cannot be
regarded as certain. However, an upper limit
I & 5 MeV seems justified by the remaining curves
in Fig. 3 which show (without normalization) the
resolution function folded with resonance curves
of the form @~~2/[(Q- Q )~+(I'/2)2].

The small j. of the resonance also argues
against the presence of an allowed two-pion
strong decay mode. It therefore appears very
probable that the resonance has 6 = -1 and hence,
with / =1, I=O. The I=0, J+G=1 quantum num-

ber assignment agrees completely with that pro-
posed by Sakurai" for a vector boson he called

y and we would like to adopt this symbol for
the resonance. The upper limit on 1 observed
here agrees with the width calculated by Sak-
urai for the KE decay mode alone. It is pos-
sible, therefore, that the 3n decay mode does
not play an important role in y decay.
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In a previous publication' we reported evidence ticular we find M =1019+1 MeV, I'= +I~~ (with
for the existence of a resonance in the KÃ system I"&0), parity (P) =-1, spin (J) =1, isotopic spin
(which we shall call the y meson') with a mass of (I) =0, and charge conjugation (C) =-1. The
-1020 MeV and a width ~20 MeV. The purpose vector nature of the y clearly establishes that
of this Letter is to report additional data, the it is not related to the mass enhancement in
analysis of which confirms the existence of the the E,E, system observed by other groups.
resonance and provides a conclusive determin- This experiment is part of a continuing study
ation of the mass, width, parity, spin, isospin, of the K —p interaction at 2. 23 BeV/c. The
and branching ratios of this resonance. In par- data were collected in two exposures of the 20-
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K +p -A+K +K,
K +P-A+E +K .

(1)

(2)

inch BNL hydrogen chamber at Brookhaven's
AGS. Our study of the EK system is based up-
on the reactions
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We shall refer to (1) as the "neutral channel"
and to (2) as the "charged channel. " At present,
the total analyzed data consist of channels (1)
and (2) from the first exposure8 and channel (1)
from the second exposure; the numbers of events
involved are summarized in Table I. A total of
36 events in the neutral channel and 22 events
in the charged channel have been analyzed.

The general analysis procedure used to identi-
fy events on the basis of y~ fitting and ionization
information is described in detail in a previous
publication. ' Background contamination and detec-
tion bias are negligible. Owing to the difference
in neutral missing mass, channel (1) events are
easily distinguished from the competing reactions,
K +p-='+K' and m +p —(A or Zo)+K (+no).
Competition from m +p —A+K +2n is negligi-
ble due to the small pion contamination in the
beam and the small phase space available for
this reaction. This is further substantiated by
the paucity of events of the type w +p —A+E
+ v+ ~~, only two such events occurring in the
first run. The only significant background is
due to the reaction E +p-Zo+E'+E, which
we estimate on the basis of missing mass studies
and other information to be -10%. Because of
severe competition from other modes, candi-
dates for channel (2) are used only if the A de-
cays visibly. Due to the more frequent occur-
rence of the topologically similar reactions K
+p -A+a++a and K +p -A+~ +~ +no it was
necessary to measure all events consisting of
a V and two charged prongs. For those cases
which were kinematically ambiguous it was al-
ways possible to determine the AE+E events
due to the difference in predicted ionization for
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FIG. 1. Dalitz plot for the reaction K +P-A+K+K.
The effective-mass distribution for KK and for AK are
projected on the abscissa and ordinate {see reference 7).

the K's and ~'s. We therefore believe the charged
channel to be free from bias.

The Dalitz plot of the (squared) KK and AK'
effective masses of 58 events from both the neu-
tral and charged EE channels is shown in Fig. 1.
The enhancement over the phase-space distri-
bution in the region I (KK) = 1.04 BeV2 is ap-

Table I. Summary of events from both exposures.

No. of events
Channel (1)

No. of events
Channel (2)

No. of events
in peak

Channel {1)

No. of events
in peak

Channel (2)

First exposure

Second exposure Not analyzed

19

13 Not
Useful

Obs. Corrected Obs. Corrected

14 23

Not analyzed
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parent, as is the lack of any significant irregu-
larity in the M (AK) distribution, indicating the
absence of any appreciable AE-EK interference.
A comparison of the observed y peak with the

E,E, enhancement found by Alexander et al. ~

clearly indicates on the basis of widths alone
that the two effects are different.

%'e have examined the enhancement region of
Fig. 1 by plotting an ideogram of M(KK) for
events between 1000 and 1040 MeV. This dis-
tribution peaks at 1019+1 MeV and has an ob-
served width of -10 MeV. We defer a discus-
sion of the true width I since its determination
is to some extent influenced by the spin quantum
number assigned to the rp.

First, we consider the parity of the y, or that
which is equivalent for a KK system, the charge
conjugation number, C. Determination of C
rests upon the observation by Goldhaber et al. o

that if the KK system has C =+1, it may decay
into K,K~ or K+2, while if it has C = -1, it may
decay only into E,K,. Taking account of these
correlations we may compute, for both C =+1
and C = -1 hypotheses, the expected rates of cp

decay into the experimentally observable top-
ological variations of final states of channel (1),
which we label by their visible V's as follows. '

AKg and KgKj The predicted' relative
rates of AKxEx AEx and KxKx are g ven
Table II. If these are compared with the ob-
served rates, also given in Table II, one sees
that the C = -1 hypothesis is in excellent agree-
ment with the data, while the C =+1 hypothesis
is in disagreement with the da, ta by 12 standard
deviations, this is just a reflection of the fact
that there are 23 events in the peak which are
AK„and not one AK,E, or E,K,. We conclude,
therefore, that the y has C =P=-1, or equiva-
lently that its spin is odd, the most likely values
being J=l or 3.

Information concerning the spin can be obtained

from a consideration of the (relative) decay rate
aJ, where

y -E,E~
J (p —EiK2+ K+E

In the absence of a E E mass difference and
charge effects, the ratio a is clearly independent
of J (in fact a =0. 5). The spin dependence of
aJ arises from the different angular momentum
and Coulomb barriers appropriate to the (K,K,)
and (K+K ) systems. Using an interaction radius"
of (2M ) ', a Coulomb correction of 4' for 8 =1
and 3@for J'= 3, and center-of-mass momenta
of P~ = 125 MeV/c and Po = 107 Me V/c, we esti-
mate nJ 1 =0.39 and nJ 3 =0.26. From the
(first exposure) data of Table I, after correct-
ing for neutral modes and fiducial region dif-
ferences, we find Qexpt 0 45+0 10. Compar-
ing this with our theoretical estimates we see
that the observed ratio of relative kaon decay
modes is in good agreement with the J= 1 hy-
pothesis and disagrees with that of J=3 by -2
standard deviations. In principle further infor-
mation on the spin can be obtained from the
shape of the y peak. If the y meson has a fi-
nite width, and if our experimental resolution
is symmetric, then the observed shape of M(KK)
should exhibit an asymmetry depending on the
spin Z. The M(K K ) and M(K, 'K,') distribu-
tions in the form of Gaussian ideograms as well
as their respective resolution functions" are
shown in Fig. 2. In both instances there appear
similar asymmetries. Since the phase-space
background is extremely small (12 events)
it is probable that the M(KK) asymmetry'~ re-
flects the spin dependence of the y decay. The
experimental data was then fitted with both p-
and d-wave modified Breit-signer formula in-
cluding the experimental mass resolution. Both

Table II. Predicted and observed relative rates for
different topological types of channel (1).

Predicted Relative
Rates

C =+1
Topological Type C = -1 (RP ~)

of Channel (1) (K(K2) (K F2)

Observed Relative
Rates

For Events in Peak
I 0IO 1020 l050 0 IDIO I 020 I 030

M(K K-) MeV M(K, ~K2)MeV

AK )K)
AE. (

KfK)

0.4
0.4
0.2

0 + 0. 04
1 +0.2
0+ 0. 04

FIG. 2. The solid curve is the Gaussian ideogram of
the (KK) mass spectrum after subtraction of phase
space. The dashed curve is the Gaussian ideogram of
the (KK) mass resolution function.
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spin-1 and spin-3 cases fit the data for slightly
different values of the true width I'T. Since the
charged (K K ) masses are considerably better
determined (I"+ =3+ 1 MeV) than their neu-

tral (K,OK,') counterpart (I'00 = 8 + 2 MeV),
they constitute a more suitable sample from
which to obtain I"y. Taking into account back-
ground and statistical uncertainties we find I'

T
= 1+', MeV, and as argued above we believe I'T&0.

Next, we consider the isotopic spin of the cp.

The strongest evidence concerning isospin comes
from a determination of the G-parity (G). Since
we have established that the y spin is odd, then
G=-(-1) . If the G-parity of the y were +1, theI
G-aQowed 2~ decay mode would predominate
over the KK mode. From the ratio of phase
space and barrier penetration factors (for J= 1)
we find that (Q-2v)/(Q-KK) =—10 for an inter-
action radius ft =(1/2m+) and increases to =20
for R=(I/2m'). We have searched for a 2-pion
decay mode by investigating the M(m+v ) distri-
bution from the reaction

K +p -A+v++v .
The Am ~ final state frequently results from

the decay of a Y,* intermediate state, ' a circum-
stance which would complicate the search for
q-2v, therefore the Y,* production events were
removed on the basis of their M(Av) values (taken
as 1385+ 40 MeV for present purposes). ~~ The
M(w+~ ) distribution of the remaining events is
shown as the solid curve of Fig. 3. There is
no evidence of enhancement at 1020 MeV which
would indicate A+ y production. We estimate
that the 300-event sample of Fig. 3 (from &e
first exposure only) does not contain more than
five y -2~ events. From this, and the KK data
of the first exposure (see Table I), taking into
account corrections for unobservable modes,

A+v +m++~'. (4)

As discussed in an earlier publication, 5 only
-60 t)D of the final states (4) arise from the non-
resonant reaction K +p -A+v +~++mo. The
remainder of the A+m +n +n final states re-
sult from the decay of the following resonant
intermediate states: (5) I'~*+@+v or (6) A+ u,
(7) A+ y, (8) A+ p+ ~. In order to avoid cor-
relations in the 3m system due to F,* decay, the
intermediate states (5), which may be recognized
by means of a Av effective mass'5 of 1385+30,
are removed from the sample of A+m++v +m

final states. The 2~ mass spectrum is searched
for events with a p mass, taken" to be 750+ 75
MeV. For events satisfying these criteria, their
3~ effective mass spectrum, shown as the solid
curve of Fig. 4, is examined for evidence of a

40— K + p ~ p+7r +7r +~o0 +
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we find an upper limit to the relative 2v rate of

~ ~

cp-2m 5

cp -KK 19+23

Since the discrepancy between this upper limit
and the predicted lower limit of this G =+1 de-
cay is about 2 orders of magnitude, we conclude~6

that the q has negative G-parity, which implies
isotopic spin 0.

For a y with negative G-parity and spin 1, the
main competition to the KK decay mode is ex-
pected to come from'~ 3v decay, and in particu-
lar from the mode y- p+m. We have searched
for the latter decay mode in the final state
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FIG. 3. The M{7I+7t ) distribution from the reaction
K +P A+ m++ 7t after removing Y&* production events
{see text}.

FIG. 4. The M{7I+Tl BIO) distribution from the reaction
K +p-A+7I++7i +7(0 after removing Y'&* production
events {see text).
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peak at the y mass. There is a deviation at
M(3v) = 1020 MeV of about l. 5 standard devia-
tions above background and of width consistent
with the experimental resolution at this mass.
The sample of Fig. 4 representing all available
data from the first exposure contains -10 q -p
+w events. From this and the relevant EE data
(see Table I) we find, correcting for neutral
modes,

I3= —=0.35+0.2.
(p -K+E

One can estimate P& either from the ratio of
phase space, barrier penetration, spin, and
isospin factors which give p& l =4 for an inter-
action radius of (2m ) ' or from a dynamical
approach as done by Sakurai' giving pJ 1=3.
The observed rate is lower than these predicted
values by one order of magnitude; however the
above estimates are uncertain' by at least this
amount so that this discrepancy need not be
disconcer ting.

It should be noted that the y, being a 1 rnes-
on, may be accommodated within a number of
theories of elementary particles. In the unitary
symmetry model of Gell-Mann, '9 the cp could be
the heretofore absent (singlet) partner of the
vector meson octet. It has been noted that the
pseudoscalar meson octet and baryon super-
multiplets satisfy the generalized mass formu-
la'9~~ to a high accuracy. However, the same
mass formula applied to the vector meson octet
predicts an isosinglet mass of 930 MeV, which
is different from the observed w mass of 780
MeV. This discrepancy might be explained by
the mixing of the & and y, a possibility which
arises since they have the same quantum num-
bers. Within the framework of Sakurai's "vec-
tor theory of strong interactions"2' the cp may
play the role of the vector meson B~ coupled
to the hypercharge current. Finally, with re-
spect to the Chew-Frautschi conjecture, m~ the
cp presumably starts a new trajectory, as do
the other vector mesons.
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This Letter reports measurements of the elastic
differential cross section from I to 20 BeV/c in-
cident momentum for p+p and I to 17 BeV/c for
m +P over the t range 0. 2 to 1.0 (BeV/c)', where
t is the negative square of the Lorentz-invariant
four-momentum transfer. This experiment is
part of a program to study basic strong interac-
tions in the energy range available at the Brook-
haven AGS, i.e. , -10-20 BeV. These measure-
ments are of great current interest due to the
striking predictions made by the Regge pole theory
and allow a critical evaluation of the theory. If
the energy is sufficiently high that the vacuum or
Pomeranchuk Regge trajectory dominates, one
would expect as predicted by Chew and Frautschi'
and others' that for any incident particle

F(f)—
dt dt opt s0

where [du/dt]zpt is the minimum value of do/df
at t =0 predicted from the optical theorem, s is
the Lorentz-invariant square of the total center-
of-mass energy, and s, is usually taken to be
2m@ . This prediction obviously gives a shrink-
age of d&r/dt (logarithmic with s) corresponding
at low t in a semiclassical way to a growth of the
radius of interaction. Previous measurements
were of insufficient accuracy to establish such
behavior above 10 BeV/c. The present p+p scat-
tering results do show a shrinkage of this type
consistent with the Regge pole prediction but the
m +P scattering shows no shrinkage, thus con-
tradicting the assumption of dominance of the
strong interactions by a single vacuum pole. Our

results are also inconsistent with the predictions
of the three-pole model of Hadjioannou et al. '
and Drell, ' which was developed to explain the
total cross-section data —which are inconsistent
with single-pole prediction. In the three-pole
model F in Eq. (1) is a relatively weak function
of s as well as a function of t but shrinkage of
do/df is still predicted —with a modified op(f)
which slightly overestimates shrinkage effects
for P+P. Therefore, we will analyze as though
the vacuum pole alone were important and then
relate our results to the three-pole model.

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement.
A 4-,"secondary beam from the Brookhaven AGS
was momentum analyzed and focussed at scintilla-
tor S3, a circular counter 2 in. in diameter. This
beam had a measured angular divergence of +1.5
mrad and a momentum resolution of +12% with the
mean momentum known to better than 0. O'Po. The
desired particle was selected by the scintillator
telescope S,SPs and a high-resolution differential
gas Cherenkov counter C previously described. '
The liquid hydrogen target was 4 in. in diameter
by 20 in. long. The scattered particle was de-
tected by the scintillation counter hodoscope, Hs,
consisting of 12 vertical counters (2 in. wide by
12 in. high) and 12 horizontal counters (1 in. high
by 24 in. long), defining 144 equivalent intersec-
tional counter areas which covered the t range
0.2 to beyond 1.0 (BeV/c)'. The recoil proton
from the target was detected by two hodoscopes,
the target screen, Ht, 12 vertical 2-in. wide
counters alongside the target, and the recoil
screen, 8, 22 vertical and 22 horizontal counters
all 2~ in. wide by 60 in. long defining 484 equiva-


